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To the Honorable. Senate and House of Representatives:
For three years the legislative burden has been

to meet the rapidly changing phases of our eco-
nomic and social difficulties. The record of your
achievement in the prompt handling of the banking
crisis, the expenditure of public money for the relief
of unemployment, in rehabilitation of the financial
structure of the cities and towns, in setting up the
machinery for the proper handling of a public works
program, has established a precedent for such times,
and, properly preserved, should be valuable for your
nameless successors, who, at some future date in
the history of this nation, will be confronted with
like problems and difficulties.

Distressing as these times have been, I confidently
feel that from them we have gained much in the
sum total of our knowledge of government and its
responsibilities. When, after three years of declin-
ing revenue, it appeared that our cities and towns
were reaching the end of their own resources, we
would have faced a most desperate situation if it
had been impossible for the Commonwealth to come
to their assistance. Then our splendid credit was
used for the first time for their aid. If there is one
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fact which stands out above all others from this
experience, it is the necessity of a finely preserved
government credit. Without that credit it would be
impossible for any government to relieve the tre-
mendous suffering brought about by times such as
these. Let it always be a part of our education for
citizenship to teach the necessity of sound business
management of the affairs of State and the preserva-
tion of government credit. Without it the whole
structure falls.

For the purpose of relieving the unemployed, it
was necessary in 1933 to use the credit of the Com-
monwealth to the extent of approximately $40,000,-
000 in order that the cities and towns might care for
their obligations in that respect. This places upon
us the necessity of practicing the strictest economy
consistent with our obligations until such time as
the notes and bonds thus created are retired. It
means that the same careful scrutiny of expendi-
tures must mark the legislative program this year
as during the last two years.

I doubt, however, if there is any efficiency in
government administered by underpaid employees.
I think that I was the first to suggest the salary cuts
in 1931, believing them to be justified not only by
the state of our revenues but also by the decreased
Cost of living. Now as those costs rise, I believe the
time may appear during this session when such cuts
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may be restored in part in the interest of efficient
government and fair dealing with those who are
rendering service to the Commonwealth.

Labor and the N. R. A
From this depression we should have learned that

the lust for power and selfish greed, the desire to
become quickly rich, were large contributing factors
to the difficulties through which we are passing. The
benefit from the N. R. A. rests not so much upon the
artificial method of creating employment as upon the
establishment of fair and equitable practices within
a given industry. Of these practices, perhaps the
most beneficial to New England has been the estab-
lishment of uniform hours of labor and of minimum
wages throughout the textile industry. Seeking to
hold the benefit which these codes have bestowed,
you established a commission authorized to negotiate
uniform labor hours and uniform administration
thereof with several of our sister States. The scope of
authority of that committee should be enlarged and
its power continued, in order that the enactment of
such uniform laws may be accomplished while in-
dustry is yet conscious of the fact that better working
conditions and a more equitable distribution of the
profit of labor are a necessary incident of good times,
and before the expiration of the temporary period for
which the N. R. A. was created.
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In 1933 several of our sister States, following
the example of Massachusetts in 1912, passed
minimum wage laws. These laws are an advance
over ours, and Massachusetts should be brought up
to date in this matter.

Law Enforcement.
As in every time of depression, this period has

created much lawlessness. In conjunction with what
may be laid at the door of the Eighteenth Amend-
ment, there is a disrespect for law hitherto unknown
in our jurisdiction. Encouraged by the profits from
the illegal trade in alcoholic beverages, we find or-
ganized gangs whose livelihood depends upon the use
of fear and intimidation, and the obtaining of their
rewards by force. Fostered in that atmosphere and
the practices of the last fifteen years, the racketeer
will seek out new schemes for an easy and illegal
living. These forces have insidiously crept into the
administration of justice and the enforcement of our
laws to the point where it is necessary for an aroused
public opinion to re-create greater vigilance for and
more speed and justice in the enforcement of those
laws.

The police forces of our towns and cities retaining
local control in routine matters and their own organi-
zation should become subdivisions under a centralized
department of public safety. The police department
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of the city of Boston should be co-ordinated with the
police departments of all the cities in the Metropoli-
tan Boston area under a single head. The Crime
Commission in its report points out the reasons for
and the advantages to be obtained by a greater co-
ordination of the various police forces, whose duty
it is to protect the people of the Commonwealth and
enforce her laws;

“A central police organization with power to pre-
scribe minimum standards of equipment, qualifica-
tions and efficiency to the various municipal and town
police departments throughout the Commonwealth,
and to supervise such departments in these respects,
is imperatively required.”

With this opinion I am in entire accord, and I
recommend the enactment of suitable laws to that
end.

I am not unaware of the argument against such a
course. A believer in home rule, I reach this conclu-
sion with reluctance. But changed times and condi-
tions, the imperative necessity of regaining control
of the lawless elements in the community, and the
return to orderly government require it. Further
detail and reasons for this change are elaborately set
forth in the splendidly constructive report of the
commission and need not be reiterated here.

I also recommend a constitutional change to permit
the abolition of the Grand Jury in its present form.
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It would seem advisable to provide that the Grand
Jury may be called for special purposes of investiga-
tion by a Justice of the Superior or Supreme Courts.
I further recommend changes in the method of selec-
tion of jurors as outlined in the plan of the Crime
Commission.

Liquor Laws
We have witnessed the repeal of the Eighteenth

Amendment and the enactment of new laws govern-
ing the control of alcoholic beverages. I believe it
fair to comment on the sobriety of the people during
this change as an evidence of their sensible under-
standing of the subject and their desire to live accord-
ing to the better standards of citizenship, without
that strict regulation of law which infringes upon
their habits and customs. It was not to be expected
that the first draft passed by you would be perfect.
You will find occasion to remedy the mistakes as
they appear.

Correction and Punishment.
From my special experience as a law enforcement

officer and my general observation of results, I am
convinced that the average potential law breaker is
restrained mostly by the probability of being caught
rather than by the possible length of the punishment.
The suppression of crime rests more upon the effi-
ciency of the police than the severity of the courts.
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As most offenders sooner or later return to society,
the need of our penal institutions is to find a way
to make these men better able to meet the require-
ments of organized society, to prepare them to
withstand its temptations, and to appreciate the
advantages of right living. This is not a doctrine of
soft sentimentalism, but the practical interpretation
of a self-evident situation. These are the basic
reasons which have prompted me to follow a liberal
policy of pardons.

Holding such views, I am convinced that the
death penalty adds practically nothing to the safety
of society, except possibly in cases of carefully
planned murder, or where the culprit sets out armed
to loot and to rob, and to kill if necessary. I, there-
fore, recommend that capital punishment be limited
to those convictions for murder in the first degree
which are based upon evidence of a scheme or plan
in distinction from deliberate premeditation as now
defined by the decisions of our courts, or in the
commission of armed robbery or similar crimes.
The same result may be accomplished by a re-study
of the penalty or by re-defining murder in the first
degree.
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Reorganization of Police and Municipal

Courts.

Recommendations have come to you from the
Crime Commission for a reorganizing of the munici-
pal and district courts. I favor converting these
courts into circuits, the establishment of full-time
judges therein, and the elimination of special or part-
time justices. Without intending to reflect in any
way upon the integrity of these courts, it must be
perfectly clear to any one giving thought to it that
confidence in them is not promoted by the very
common procedure of a justice practicing in his own
court. It would be unthinkable in the Supreme or
Superior Courts. Only the lack of sufficient work or
failure to recognize the importance of these courts
has kept this practice from general public criticism.
These are important courts. From their close and
intimate work with everyday affairs of the people,
they are capable of rendering a service as important
as that of any tribunal in the Commonwealth. In
my opinion the dignity and usefulness of the lower
courts would be greatly strengthened by this change.

It is not intended by such a reorganization to legis-
late out of office those who now hold these honorable
positions, but to limit future appointments to the
requirements of these courts. As the position of a
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special justice becomes vacant, the office should
lapse.

I further recommend that defendants prosecuted
in the district court be required to elect at the out-
set of the prosecution whether to stand trial in the
district court without right of appeal or to remove
the case forthwith to the Superior Court upon claim
of a jury trial. Appeal from the district court
should be only on the matter of sentence to the
appellate division, which should act in this respect
as a board of review, and to the Supreme Judicial
Court on questions of law.

Departmental Reorganization.

Since the several departments of the state govern-
ment were created under the revised constitution,
many inconsistencies have arisen in the establish-
ment of divisions in these departments. The De-
partment of Conservation is now charged with the
supervision of animal industry having to do mostly
with the eradication of bovine tuberculosis. This
division should be transferred to the Department of
Agriculture, and Iso recommend. On the other
hand, the Department of Agriculture is now charged
with the administration of blister rust. Such work
seems to me very properly a part of the work of the
Department of Conservation, —and I recommend
that it be transferred to that department. In the
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latter instance I believe that duplication of effort
can be saved, and, therefore, expense.

The administration of the Workmen’s Compensa-
tion Law is now handled by a department of its own,

the Department of Industrial Accidents. I recom-
mend that it be transferred to the Department of
Labor and Industries. Under the guidance of that
department very valuable statistical material may
be gathered by means of which it will be possible,
through the other branches of that department, to
regulate for the protection of the employees against
certain industrial diseases which have already elim-
inated certain industries from the possibility of
obtaining compensation insurance. There is a ter-
rific loss to the industry of the State through indus-
trial diseases and injuries, which may be greatly
lessened by a closer co-ordination of the Department
of Industrial Accidents and the Department of
Labor and Industries. It is a foolish thing for our
industry to continue to carry such a heavy load of
compensation insurance, if by a simple process of
co-ordination of effort this load may be lessened.
Of course there is a much more potent reason for
the change if such a procedure will tend to lessen
the misery and suffering incident to industrial
diseases and accidents.
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Banks and Banking.

Under present law, the Bank Commissioner may
borrow upon the assets of a closed bank for the
purpose of paying a liquidating dividend not ex-
ceeding 25 per cent. I recommend the immediate
adoption of a modification of that law removing
this restriction.

Public Works.
The present law authorizing the State to take

advantage of Federal grants and to borrow from
the Federal government on approved public works
projects, makes it necessary for the State to sell
its bonds to the Federal government upon the
longest term which the government will approve.
This method of financing has given considerable
trouble. The law was so framed with the idea in
mind that if the Federal government cancelled
loans made to any State, Massachusetts would be
in a position to claim such favor. As the law works
out, it is now the apparent intention of the Federal
government taking our bonds, immediately to relieve
itself of such bonds by selling to the public. If such
a course is followed and the bonds are lodged in the
hands of the general public, there can be no cancel-
lation. I believe by offering our bonds directly to the
public that state public works projects can be financed
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at a less rate of interest than is now required by the
Federal government. I, therefore, recommend a
change in the law to permit of direct financing by the
State to any satisfactory purchaser of our securities.
Immediate consideration of this change is necessary
if it is to be of any value.

Milk and Cream Inspection.

The dairy inspection law that was passed by the
Legislature in 1932 provided for at least one annual
inspection of all dairy farms producing milk for sale
in this Commonwealth. The same legislation specifi-
cally provided that cream might come into our mar-
kets from uninspected territories. The inspection of
milk at the source of production has been regarded for
many years as a most important factor in securing a
quality milk product for our consuming population,
and most of our local boards of health have main-
tained that the same inspection requirements should
pertain to the sale of cream. The courts have ruled
that the laws and regulations pertaining to milk
apply equally to cream. The consumers in our
Massachusetts markets are equally concerned with
an adequate and wholesome supply both of quality
milk and quality cream.

I believe that the areas supplying cream to our
Massachusetts markets should be given the same type
of inspection service as those areas supplying fluid
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milk. I feel that Math such an inspection service in
operation, the New England dairy farmers will make
a special effort to supply the Massachusetts market
with a quality cream product in much greater quan-
tity than they now supply. I, therefore, recommend
that the dairy inspection law be amended to include
the same requirements for the inspection of cream as
now exist relating to the inspection of fluid milk, and
that the existing law relating to area for additional
supply of milk be amended to relate only to addi-
tional supply of cream.

Tax Revenue.
From all indications it will be more difficult to

enact a suitably balanced budget for 1934 than for
any previous year. The turn for the better in
economic conditions has tended to increase costs,
while added income for the State will not be re-
flected in these changes soon enough to increase the
1934 revenues. In addition to that difficulty, this
is an election year entailing the usual additional
expense of $250,000 for a state election. The repeal
of the Eighteenth Amendment wall not add to the
sum total of our revenue for current expenditures
because of the provisions written into the law re-
quiring that the taxes on liquor be devoted to the
carrying out of the provisions for old age assistance,
while the poll tax for that purpose has been repealed.
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Under these circumstances, we are confronted
with a much higher state tax, even though a portion
of the gasoline tax is again transferred to current
revenue, unless new taxes are imposed. I think
that human ingenuity has practically reached its
limit in devising new forms of taxation, and it is
difficult to find any resources left to us except by the
adoption of a retail sales tax. If such a tax is laid
it should be paid by the purchaser, and the prime
necessities of life should be exempt. This measure is
not advocated because of any peculiar affection for
it, but because of the necessity of additional revenue
unless a disproportionate percentage of the cost of
government is to be borne by real estate.

Conclusion.
In outlining for your consideration the particular

matters covered by this message, I have endeavored
to select those measures, the enactment of which
will tend to generally improve government in
Massachusetts. It may become necessary to ask
your consideration of special phases of industrial
recovery as the necessity for action becomes more
clear.

The thing which I consider of paramount im-
portance is the financial position of the Common-
wealth. Her credit should be your first thought at
this time. Every measure must be weighed in the
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light of the effect upon that credit. Without it
nothing can be accomplished in the way of relief
to the unfortunate and the impoverished. This
salient fact cannot be reiterated too often or stated
too strongly in times like these, when the spending
of the people’s money, most of which is anticipated
from borrowings, is the method in use for the revival
of American business. It is a new procedure.

Experience and precedent are the great teachers of
safe conduct. This does not mean, necessarily, that
in these recurring periods of unbalanced economic
forces, the past, through its experience and precedent,
has been interpreted and followed correctly in former
times. It is clearly possible that a better interpreta-
tion of what has happened before may point to a
different course of action and a different remedy for
the difficulties than any previously undertaken. It
may be that today we have a clearer perception than
on previous similar occasions, and therefore may
safely try new remedies. But, it is self-evident
that the remedies which we are pursuing depend for
their success upon a preserved Federal and State
credit.

In spite of its many failures and shortcomings, my
faith in American Democracy remains unshaken. It
has weathered many storms and will weather this
one. It has brought happiness and prosperity to
millions of its citizens, and will continue to do so if
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we keep the faith. Massachusetts has a proud record.
It is a conservative State. It is a conservative State
yet surpassed by none in the enactment of liberal and
progressive legislation. This is a tradition worth
preserving.






